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 DEMOCRACY AND ORGANIZED
 LABOR IN TAIWAN

 The 1986 Transition

 Yin-wah Chu

 Taiwan underwent what might be called a democratic

 transition in 1986. The Nationalist Party (Kuomintang or KMT), despite its

 formal commitment to democracy, had imposed authoritarian rule on the is-

 land since 1945, and the transition in 1986 changed the political rules-of-the-

 game and generated opportunities for further social transformation. This arti-

 cle seeks to identify the changes in labor organization and labor activism

 between 1986 and 1992, and analyze the commensurate changes in the posi-

 tions of state and capital. I shall argue that democratization in Taiwan has

 indeed enabled workers to form autonomous unions and stage labor actions,

 heightening in turn the level of labor activism and intensifying capital-labor

 confrontation. The post-transition state, however, has not become more pro-

 labor. In tandem with the contraction of the KMT's corporatist domination

 over unions is a movement toward the marketization of labor control. In

 other words, there is a tendency to reduce the collective representation of the

 workers and expose them to market forces in the name of rationality and

 efficiency. The chief reasons are the organizational weakness of the workers

 and the opposition parties, the enduring salience of capitalist development as

 a source of legitimacy, and inertia on the part of the political and administra-

 tive apparatuses.

 The first section of the article is a brief overview of the period leading up

 to and following the 1986 transition. The essay then examines the levels of
 labor organization and labor action in the post-transition period. An analysis

 Yin-wah Chu is Lecturer in the Department of Sociology, University

 of Hong Kong. The author is grateful to Professors Jennhuang Wang and Kang Chao, and
 Tsuen-chyi Jeng, Hung-da Fu, Chu-po Chen, and workers of the Keelung Transportation Com-

 pany Union for sharing their experiences and research materials with me, and also to Feng-fang
 Hsiao for research assistance.

 ? 1996 by The Regents of the University of California
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 will be made of the changing positions of the state and capital, and a conclu-

 sion will follow.

 Authoritarian Rule and
 Democratic Transition

 After retreating to Taiwan in 1949, the KMT was both exposed to continued

 threats from the People's Republic of China (PRC) and confronted with the

 needs of maintaining effective control over an "alien" people and providing

 for its gigantic administrative and military bureaucracies. It took a number of

 steps to ensure KMT domination, including arrests, executions, and retention

 of the legislative bodies elected on the mainland. WIthin the realm of eco-

 nomic production, it nationalized all Japanese enterprises and implemented a

 three-stage land reform between 1950 and 1953. These policies appeased the

 peasants, eliminated the power base of the landowners, and gave the party-

 state disproportionate control over the urban industrial economy. The gov-

 ernment imposed martial law in 1949, which served the purposes of prohibit-

 ing the formation of new political parties, outlawing labor strikes and other

 collective actions, and imposing censorship on the mass media. The party

 organ of the KNIT, moreover, was mobilized to penetrate labor unions, farm-

 ers' associations, and local factions.

 While the political and economic prowess of the KMT was at its apex in
 the 1950s, economic growth and related social changes had contributed to the
 gradual emergence of a civil society. In the 1970s, the second generation of

 Taiwanese politicians began to join force with segments of the urban middle

 class and challenged the KMT through participating in local and national

 elections. The authority of the governing party was weakened further with

 the surfacing of urban social movements in the 1980s, and by 1986 diplo-
 matic setbacks as well as mounting social and political protests emboldened

 oppositional politicians to defy the KMT by declaring the formation of the
 Democratic Progressive Party. Instead of cracking down, the government ac-

 quiesced grudgingly and announced that the 37-year-old martial law would
 be rescinded the following year.

 Three points should be emphasized here. First, Taiwan has not seen the

 emergence of a militant labor movement. Its path of capitalist development,
 especially the prevalence of small- and medium-size enterprises, has blurred
 class boundaries and worked against the formation of workers as a self-con-
 scious social class.1 Some workers in small workshops are literally family

 1. Kang Chao, "Labor, Community, and Movement," dissertation, University of Kansas,

 1991; Frederic C. Deyo, Beneath the Miracle: Labor Subordination in the New Asian Industrial-

 ism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989); Guo-hsiung Shieh, "Black Hands Turn

 Bosses," Taiwan: A Radical Quarterly in Social Studies, 2:2 (1989), pp. 11-54.
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 members of the owners, and the owner-managers of small- and medium-size

 enterprises have also been able to exploit the family ideology and enforce

 close scrutiny over their employees. In turn, many workers still entertain the

 hope of becoming small factory owners one day, reducing their commitment

 to collective action. In larger factories, where workers have a greater propen-

 sity for organization, close surveillance by management has undermined most

 of those attempts.

 Moreover, the KMT has been able to exercise corporatist control over

 workers. Corporatism has been defined by Philippe Schmitter as "a system

 of interest representation in which the constituent units are organized into a

 limited number of singular, compulsory, noncompetitive, hierarchically or-

 dered and functionally differentiated categories, recognized or licensed (if not

 created) by the state and granted a deliberate representational monopoly

 within their respective categories in exchange for observing certain controls

 on their selection of leaders and articulation of demands and supports."2 Be-
 cause the KMT has been involved actively in the creation or reorganization

 of labor unions, farmers' associations, and other social organizations, schol-

 ars have considered Taiwan as belonging to the category of state corporat-

 ism.3 Together with martial law and the general political atmosphere, the

 development of autonomous labor organizations and the active pursuit of la-

 bor rights have been given little support. Thus, even though authoritarian

 rule in Taiwan has not arisen out of the agony of industrial deepening, as in

 some Latin American countries, the practical impact on the workers has been

 the same. Altogether, these factors account for the remarkable quietism of

 workers in the island republic.

 The second point is that workers in Taiwan have played only a marginal

 role in the transition to democracy. Their subjugation has made them a rather

 insignificant social actor in the society, and despite signs of awakening

 among them-as can be inferred from the increase in the number of labor

 disputes in the 1980s-organized labor was conspicuous by its absence in
 these collective actions. It appears that even if the KMT's corporatist control
 has shrunk in most urban social sectors, its domination over the workers has
 declined only marginally.4

 2. Philippe Schmitter, "Still the Century of Corporatism?" in Schmitter and G. Lehmbruch,

 eds., Trends Towards Corporatist Intermediation (Beverly Hills: Sage, 1979), pp. 7-53.

 3. Cheng-kuang Hsu, "Taiwan Labor under the Corporatist Policy," paper presented at the
 First Industrial Relations Conference, Taiwan, 1987; also Jonathan Unger and Anita Chan,

 "China, Corporatism, and the East Asian Model," Australian Journal of Chinese Affairs, no. 33
 (1995), pp. 29-54.

 4. See Michael H. H. Hsiao, "An Analysis of New Social Movements in Taiwan," in Hsiao et

 al., Monopoly and Exploitation (Taipei: Taiwan Research Fund, 1989), pp. 9-32; Mau-Kuei
 Chang, Social Movements and Political Transformation (Taipei: Institute for National Policy
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 Owing in part to the structural weakness of the workers as a social group

 and the feebleness of the labor movement, labor interests rank low in the

 opposition movement. Since the 1970s, the movement has rallied along the

 lines of political democracy, civil liberty, and self-determination for the peo-

 ple of Taiwan. Labor interests and labor issues have remained underarticu-

 lated, despite the fact that many rank and file supporters of the opposition are

 workers. In 1984 a "Taiwanese Association for Labor Legal Services"

 (TALLS) was founded under the auspices of the New Tide faction of the

 dangwai (a collective designation of opposition politicians). Until late 1987,

 however, it maintained a low profile. Moreover, union activists commented

 scornfully that members of the TALLS knew nothing about how unions were

 actually run.5

 Finally, the democratic transition of 1986 has instituted democratic rules-

 of-the-game without a change of government and, until very lately, the KMT
 has been able to win in most elections by a comfortable margin. Thus, while

 the social context has changed, there has been little institutional change in
 furthering the interests of workers. It is with these backgrounds in mind that
 we turn to examine labor conditions in Taiwan after democratization.

 Labor Organizations and Actions
 Democratic transition in Taiwan was accompanied by the emergence of a

 burgeoning labor movement that expressed itself in the formation of autono-

 mous unions and the assertion of labor rights. Its progress was interrupted by

 the defeat of the strike at the Far Eastern Chemical Fiber Company in May
 1989, and only in 1992 has the movement been able to regain momentum.

 The following looks at the changing level of labor organization, labor action,
 and selected cases of labor defiance.

 Unions and Confederation

 The Labor Union Laws of 1929, legislated by the Nationalist government on

 the mainland, have given Taiwan workers the right to unionize. Except for
 the state sector and some strategic industries, a minimum of 30 workers is
 enough to register a union of which there are two types in Taiwan: occupa-
 tional (craft) unions founded on a geographical basis, and industrial unions

 Research, 1989); and Jia-min Wu, "Social Protests during Political Transition: Taiwan in the

 1980s," MA thesis, National Taiwan University, 1990.

 5. Chao, "Labor, Community, and Movement"; Kang Chao, "Labor Unions, State, and Labor

 Movement in 1987 Taiwan," paper presented at the Conference on State and Society in Taiwan

 Democratization, Taipei, March 1992); The Labor (monthly publication of the Taiwan Associa-

 tion for Labor Movement), no. 9, 1990.
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 organized within an enterprise.6 True to its corporatist spirit, the Labor

 Union Laws stipulate that only one union is permitted within each plant or

 geographical area. Once'a union exists, all workers belonging to that admin-

 istrative unit have to participate. The KMT, moreover, has encouraged its

 members to found unions and seize leadership posts. In part because of the

 government's encouragement, the level of unionization in Taiwan has been

 high. In 1986, 22.3% of the economically active population was unionized.

 Taiwan's level of unionization is the highest among the four little dragons

 and compares favorably with some developed countries.

 The democratic transition in 1986 was accompanied by an accelerated rate

 in the growth of unions. The unionized work force increased by 4.7% be-

 tween 1981 and 1986, which was only a slight improvement over the 3%

 increase registered between 1975-80, but between 1986 and 1992, the union-

 ized workforce increased by close to 13% or around 1.3 million members

 (see Table 1). Much of this growth in union membership, however, was con-

 centrated in the occupational unions, and when they are discounted, the level

 of unionization in 1992 is no different from that of 1987. Furthermore, some

 observers suggest that the recent increase in occupational unions has come

 primarily from taxi drivers, small traders, and other self-employed workers,

 who have combined in order to reap the benefits of health insurance.7 Owing

 to their members' self-employed status and geographical dispersion, most of

 these unions have not been effective mediums for mobilization and, hence,

 far less likely than industrial unions to be involved in the initiation and reso-

 lution of labor disputes.8 Thus, it appears that the post-democratization in-
 crease in the rate of unionization in Taiwan should not be equated with an

 augmentation of the workers' potential for mobilization.

 A more significant result of the democratic transition is the opportunity it

 opened up for the formation or reorganization of autonomous labor unions
 and labor confederations. Prior to 1986, there was not a single autonomous

 union, that is, one formed by genuine unionists to represent labor interests
 free from the domination of either the KMT or management. Small wonder,

 as many top leaders of the Chinese Federation of Labor (CFL) and the Tai-
 wan Provincial Federation of Labor (TPFL) are KMT members, and the

 6. Since the early 1950s, the government has forbidden the formation of industrial unions on a

 geographical basis. Occupational unions, being the only agent for Labor Insurance, have mostly
 been established by own-account workers for that purpose. See Chung-Cheng Lin, "The Devel-
 opment of the Labor Movement and Labor Disputes in Taiwan," in E. K. Y. Chen, R. Lansbury,
 S. H. Ng, and S. Stewart, eds., Labor-Management Relations in the Asia-Pacific Region (Hong

 Kong: Centre of Asian Studies, 1993), pp. 43-53.

 7. American Institute in Taiwan, Foreign Labor Trends (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Depart-

 ment of Labor, Bureau of Internal Labor Affairs, 1989, 1991-92).

 8. Yearbook of Labor Statistics (Taipei: Executive Yuan, 1990-93).
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 TABLE 1 Levels of Unionization in Taiwan: 1955-1992

 % of Total Occupational
 Total Union Employed % of Occupational Union

 Year Unions Members (N) Work Force Employees Unions Members (N)

 1955 n.a. 198,028 6.4 n.a. n.a. n.a.

 1960 n.a. 280,173 8.1 n.a. n.a. n.a.

 1965 n.a. 334,184 8.9 n.a. n.a. n.a.

 1970 n.a. 488,093 10.7 21.0 n.a. n.a.

 1975 1,255 765,176 13.9 24.0 n.a. n.a.

 1980 1,679 1,103,005 16.8 26.0 n.a. n.a.

 1981 1,802 1,172,954 17.6 27.0 n.a. n.a.

 1982 1,749 1,207,681 17.7 28.0 n.a. n.a.

 1983 1,938 1,304,309 18.4 29.0 n.a. n.a.

 1984 1,924 1,370,592 18.8 29.0 n.a. n.a.

 1985 2,103 1,549,351 20.9 33.0 n.a. n.a.

 1986 n.a. 1,724,439 22.3 34.0 n.a. n.a.

 1987 2,510 2,099,813 26.2 n.a. 1,286 1,396,287

 1988 2,957 2,259,304 27.9 n.a. 1,676 1,563,918

 1989 3,315 2,419,664 29.3 n.a. 1,883 1,721,546

 1990 3,524 2,756,620 33.3 n.a. 2,083 2,057,248

 1991 3,654 2,941,766 34.9 42.1 2,217 2,249,187

 1992 3,571 3,058,414 n.a. n.a. 2,271 2,389,331

 SOURCES: Unions and union members, 1955-70 and 1986: Frederic C. Deyo, Beneath the
 Miracle (Berkeley: University of California Press 1989); Unions and union members, 1975-85

 and 1987-92: ROC, Executive Yuan, Yearbook of Labor Statistics. 1986, 1988-93; % of total
 employees: Deyo, Beneath; % of total employed work force: ROC, Council for Economic Plan-

 ning and Development, Taiwan Statistical Data Book: 1992.

 KMT maintains a department of production enterprises to oversee matters

 related to firms and unionized workers. The party has also encouraged its

 cadres and members to organize unions, and it is widely known that workers
 running for union posts have to be approved by management and endorsed by

 the KMT. To this extent, the high level of labor organization in Taiwan
 indicates nothing other than the workers' subjugation.

 Information about the autonomous unions is scarce. According to one esti-
 mate, more than 100 independent unions had already emerged in 1988.9
 Firms in heavy industries and the transportation sector seem to have a dispro-

 9. See Shuet-ying Ho, Taiwan-After a Long Silence (Hong Kong: Asia Labor Monitor,

 1990); Chao, "Labor, Community, and Movement"; The Labor, no. 5, 1992.
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 portionate share of these unions, as in the Far Eastern Chemical Fiber

 Company, the Taoyuan Transportation Company, and the Nanya Plastic

 Company. The service sector has also generated autonomous unions like the

 Grand Hotel Workers' Union and the Taoyuan Airport Catering Service

 Workers' Union. There is no precise information on the number of autono-

 mous unions in recent years, and it is hard to estimate the impact of the labor

 defeat in 1989. The available evidence does show, however, some continu-
 ing success in the effort to create autonomous unions. In 1991, for example,

 unions at China Petroleum's Kaohsiung branch and Taiwan Transportation's
 Yilan branch became worker-dominated.

 Apart from creating unions or capturing existing ones workers at the enter-

 prise level have also tried to create new labor confederations. Existing con-

 federations were dominated either by management or the KMT, and because

 the Labor Union Laws allow only one labor confederation per administrative
 unit, workers initially have to resort to clandestine arrangements under such

 designations as "friendship organization" and 'brotherhood association." The
 Tao-Chu-Miao Brotherhood Association, formed in September 1987, is the

 pioneer; it consisted of 13 unions in Taoyuan, Hsinchu, and Miaoli counties,
 with the Far Eastern Chemical Fiber Company union at its head.10 The Tai-
 wan Labor Federation, on the other hand, has been active in southern Taiwan,

 including Kaohsiung and Tainan. Another example is the National Federa-

 tion of Independent Unions, which was formed with the assistance of the
 Taiwan Association for Labor Movement known formerly as the Taiwan As-

 sociation for Labor Rights, which while not a labor confederation, is the labor

 department of the Workers' Party formed in 1989.

 According to one report, most of the confederations and pro-labor organi-
 zations mentioned above were still active in 1992, and some labor activists

 even tried to run for executive committee posts of the confederations in Kao-
 hsiung county and municipality and in Tainan, Taoyuan, and Taipei counties.

 However, as the KMT- and management-dominated unions still controlled
 the bulk of labor confederations in Taiwan, genuine unionists made inroads
 in only a handful of cases.

 Labor Disputes and Work Stoppages

 Post-democratization Taiwan has seen an increase in the number of labor

 disputes and work stoppages."1 The two are not identical, however, as is

 10. Mei-wen Lo, leader of the Far Eastern Chemical Fiber Company Union, was then vice-

 chair of the Labor Party, and the regional base of the Brotherhood Association merged with the

 party's Tao-Chu-Miao Labor Service Center.

 11. Statistics on labor disputes and work stoppages are taken from Deyo, Beneath the Mira-

 cle; Executive Yuan, Yearbook of Labor Statistics, various years; Taiwan Provincial Govern-

 ment, Annual Report of Labor Administration, various years; and Chung-Chi Wu, "Labor
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 evident in their diverse patterns of rise and demise during the period in ques-
 tion. Labor disputes in Taiwan had increased notably even before democrati-

 zation; between 1981 and 1986, the average number per year was 1,258,

 more than double the comparable figure for the previous ten years. The dem-

 ocratic transition of 1986 fostered the existing trend, and between 1987 and

 1991, the number of labor disputes increased by 35% to an average of 1,707

 cases per year. The setback in the labor struggle of 1989 did exert a negative,

 albeit mild impact on the number of disputes.

 A more remarkable outcome of democratization was the shift in the causes

 of disputes. Between 1986 and 1988, a "claim for allowance" accounted for

 more than 40% of the labor disputes, a contrast with the pre-transition period

 when "dismissal and lay-offs" and "wages in arrear" underlay more than 60%

 of the cases. To this extent, one may conclude that a marked increase in
 proactive rather than reactive actions occurred among Taiwan workers during

 the immediate post-transition period. After 1989, however, the picture
 changed again, with dismissal and lay-offs again accounting for close to 40%

 of the labor disputes. A number of factors could explain this but the informa-

 tion on hand does not permit an assessment. Putting aside the changes in the

 post-transition years, it is notable that most labor disputes have been econom-
 ically motivated. Between 1990 and 1992, less than one percent of disputes
 had to do with the formation of unions.

 When martial law was lifted in 1987, the prohibition against labor strikes
 ended, and not unexpectedly, this led to a marked increase in work stoppages.
 Unlike the number of labor disputes, which increased steadily between 1986

 and 1992, the extent of work stoppages during the post-transition period ex-
 hibited great fluctuations. The number of workdays lost escalated in the first

 three years, reaching a high of 15,672 in 1989. This dropped to only 23 in
 1991 but an upward trend was noted in 1992. As with labor disputes, most
 work stoppages (strikes) were staged in relation to economic matters. Ac-

 cording to a study of newspaper reports between 1988 and 1989, of the 104

 objectives sought in a total of 88 labor actions, 45 (43.26%) were demands
 for increases in year-end bonus, while a further 18 (17.31%) were demands
 for wage increase.12

 Movement and Business Investment," paper presented at the Symposium on Business Investment

 Issues in Taiwan, August 1989. The reports of the Taiwan Provincial Government deal only

 with "Taiwan Province" and do not cover Taipei municipality, Kaohsiung municipality, the ex-

 port processing zones, and the science-based industrial park, which are some of the most indus-

 trialized areas on the island.

 12. Michael H. H. Hsiao, "The Labor Movement in Taiwan," in D. F. Simon and M. Y. M.

 Kau, eds., Taiwan: Beyond the Economic Miracle (Armonk, N.Y.: M. E. Sharpe, 1992), pp.

 151-67.
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 As a form of labor action, work stoppages are related closely to the level of

 labor organization. Notably, even though the Democratic Progressive Party

 was formed in September 1986 and martial law rescinded on July 15, 1987,

 the first wave of strikes did not emerge until February 1988. This contrasts

 sharply with the case of South Korea, where democratization was accompa-

 nied by an immediate and dramatic outbreak of strikes. The time lag repre-

 sents the period needed to consolidate autonomous labor organizations.

 According to the newspaper study mentioned above, 42 of the 88 labor ac-

 tions that took place between 1988 and 1989 were initiated by the newly

 formed unions. The importance of unions in launching strikes and their rela-

 tive insignificance in initiating labor disputes explain the contrasting trends in

 the two types of labor actions after 1989.

 To understand the rise and temporary setback of work stoppages in post-

 transition Taiwan, it is useful to look at two well-documented cases: the

 Taoyuan Transportation Company strike and the Far Eastern Chemical Fiber

 Company strike at Hsinpu.13 The wave of strikes in February 1988 was

 started by the Taoyuan Transportation Company Union, which called a strike

 to back up workers' demands for an increase in year-end bonuses. The

 union's action was soon joined by workers from more than 30 enterprises
 throughout the island, and supported by all bus drivers, mechanics, and other

 support staff. The strike paralyzed transportation in Taoyuan County, and

 after five days, the company gave in and granted a 20% increase in the year-
 end bonus as well as promising improvements in working conditions. Strikes

 against the other companies were also resolved promptly with results

 favorable to the workers.

 The atmosphere changed considerably after this early series of strikes, and

 according to most observers, the strike at the Miaoli Transportation Company

 in August 1988 was the turning point. All 32 transportation companies in

 Taiwan intervened by sending some 60 buses and drivers to Miaoli to break

 the strike. The government also began to show determination to put a brake
 on unrestrained labor actions. The Provincial Transportation Department
 consented to the strike-breaking move of the transportation companies and
 helped to coordinate buses for different routes. The county government ruled
 that the strike was illegal because the union had failed to comply with certain

 13. Accounts of these labor actions can be found in Shuet-ying Ho, Taiwan; Kang Chao,
 "Labor, Community, and Movement"; Lin-Ching Hsia and Tsuen-Chyi Jeng, "On the Front Line
 of Union Strike," Taiwan: A Radical Quarterly, no. 13 (1992), pp. 63-108; Jennhuang Wang

 and Hsiao-ting Fang, "State Machinery, Labor Policy, and Labor Movement," paper presented at

 the Conference on Labor Policy and Social Movement, Taiwan, July 1991; The Journalist, May

 1989; China Forum, July 10, 1989.
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 administrative procedures, and police were sent to escort the strike-breaking

 buses. 14

 However, the major showdown came during the strike at the Far Eastern

 Chemical Fiber Company at Hsinpu in May 1989. The union, considered to

 be the strongest in Taiwan, was led by the vice-chair of the newly formed

 Workers Party, and the fate of the union, therefore, carried wider political
 meaning. A strike was launched in response to what the workers considered

 an unfair dismissal in which the management transferred an accountant to a
 Taipei branch and fired him when he failed to report for duty. The account-

 ant was a union activist and had provided crucial information to the union

 during previous bargaining with the firm. Union leaders considered his trans-

 fer an assault on the union and a violation of the labor contract, and called a

 general meeting of the workers. However, the county government ruled that
 it was "inappropriate" to call a meeting, and when the union's two general

 secretaries decided to go ahead anyway, they were fired. Workers walked

 out spontaneously the next day, and the day after voted by an overwhelming

 majority to strike.

 The strike drew tremendous public attention. An Ad Hoc Workers' Anti-

 Oppression Committee was formed by over 30 independent unions, and on
 May 15 around 60 independent unions and workers' associations from all

 over Taiwan met in Hsinpu to show solidarity. In some counties, worker and

 student associations organized boycotts of Far Eastern Chemicals' products.
 Members of the opposition DPP and the Workers' Party expressed concern

 about the rights of workers, and even the Hsinchu county council declared the

 strike legal.

 The Hsinchu county government, however, decided that because workers

 had not cast their votes in accordance with the statutory procedures, the strike

 was illegal. Anti-riot police were brought in and there were clashes between

 them, security guards hired by management, and striking workers. After
 holding on for eleven days, the workers split in their opinions, and most re-
 turned to work on May 25, putting an end to the strike. The fired workers
 were not reinstated and a total of seven Far Eastern unionists and labor activ-

 ists from other quarters were prosecuted under the National Emergency Law

 on the Management of Agriculture, Mining, Industries, and Commerce.

 Social Networks and Organized Labor

 The labor struggles reviewed above provide glimpses of the changing state-

 capital interrelationship. Before examining this important issue, however, let
 us look at the social dynamics of union formation and labor struggles in Tai-

 14. The Miaoli strike ended with neither workers nor management claiming complete victory.

 See Ho, Taiwan; Wang and Fang, "State Machinery."
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 wan. Indeed, a more lenient environment does not lead automatically to the

 formation of independent unions, and the lifting of martial law does not nec-

 essarily translate into an escalation of labor strikes. Mediating between struc-

 tural change and social action are the social experiences of the actors

 involved. The ways in which workers have come to articulate their interests,

 the cultural resources they have drawn upon to organize themselves, and the

 impact of labor struggles on their self-perceptions and self-consciousness are

 all important questions.

 Social networks have been of considerable importance in the formation of

 autonomous unions and labor confederations and in mobilization for strikes.

 The initiative to form a union usually arises out of informal discussions

 among a small circle of close friends who may have got the idea from leaflets

 distributed by the Workers or Labor parties, examples of successfully reorga-

 nized unions elsewhere, or simply a shared sense of dissatisfaction. In turn,

 core workers mobilize other friendship circles to publicize the importance of

 having an independent union and to garner the votes necessary to form it.15
 A connection to gangsters, as a specific type of social tie, was useful for the

 early independent unions in warding off managerial harassment. Gangsters,

 however, are liable to be bought off, and have had only ambiguous signifi-

 cance for the long-term feasibility of the unions.

 In the formation of labor confederations, friendship circles have again been

 critical. According to one observer, the Tao-Chu-Miao Brotherhood Associa-

 tion and practically all other labor confederations in Taiwan are not so much

 combinations of union members as alliances among various union leaders.

 Indeed, some of these leaders are found to have exchanged documents known

 as xiongdi tie (brothers' memorandum), which have been used traditionally to
 specify the rights and obligations of sworn brothers. Friendship networks
 have also been critical in mounting strikes. While some workers have voted

 to strike because of their indignation over injustice, an equally large number

 have done so because they believe it is inappropriate to let their friends (the
 labor leaders) down. Even among those who have struck because of griev-
 ances, many have required a nudge from their co-workers or family to take
 the crucial step.

 Social networks, thus, are a two-pronged phenomenon. We have described
 the ways in which friendship networks and social obligations associated with
 them have facilitated the rapid organization and mobilization of workers. At

 15. Cliques of close friends have been instrumental in the founding of unions at various
 branches of the Taiwan Transportation Company. An exception to this pattern of bloc recruit-
 ment is the Nanya Plastic Union, whose founder, Kun-chuan Yen, distributed his position state-

 ments before mobilizing friendship circles to influence the other workers. See Hsiao-ting Fang,
 "Union Movement and the Transformation of the Factory Regime," MA thesis, Tunghai Univer-
 sity, 1991.
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 the same time, however, friendship networks have been permeated by pater-

 nalistic practices. Labor leaders have concentrated on gaining the trust and

 delegated authority of their fellow workers, and relied on social ties as the

 key to solidarity in these network-based organizations. They have not per-

 ceived the need to cultivate a shared understanding of their projects among

 the rank and file, and thus perpetuated their cultural distance from them. The

 farther the network extends, the thinner are the social ties and the more tenu-

 ous the solidarity. Therefore, autonomous unions are susceptible to competi-

 tion from claims of a higher social order. During the 1989 strike of Far

 Eastern Chemical, for example, company managers and KMT legislators vis-

 ited family members of striking workers and successfully persuaded them to

 place pressure on the workers. Some of the latter, lacking a genuine identifi-

 cation with the cause of the strike, succumbed under familial pressure and

 chose to go back to work.

 The dynamics of social ties are not inimical to change, however. During

 the strike at the Keelung Transportation Company in 1992, for example,

 union leaders paid greater attention to cultivating a common vision among

 the bus drivers. Spouses and children of the drivers were invited to partici-

 pate in the sit-ins, demonstrations, and other protest activities.16 By develop-
 ing a common purpose among the participants, the union was able to mount

 the most sustained and successful strike since the setback in 1989.

 In sum, the transition to democracy in Taiwan has been associated with an

 increase in the level of unionization. However, occupational unions have

 contributed to the bulk of the increase, with the absolute number of industrial
 unions remaining constant. Despite this, workers have enhanced their level

 of organization and autonomy through forming or capturing unions. They
 have also formed quasi-labor confederations and made progress in regional

 alignments. Democratic transition led to an increase in labor disputes and
 work stoppages; between 1987 and 1989, in particular, workers became more

 assertive of their material interests. The defeat of the strike at Far Eastern

 Chemical temporarily stalled the labor movement, which did not regain its
 momentum until 1992. Friendship networks and the obligations derived

 thereof have formed the basis of unionization and mobilization, and the ex-
 tent to which union leaders can build up, on the basis of these networks, a
 culture of revolt among the workers seems to be a crucial factor in the growth
 and development of the labor movement.

 State and Capital After Democratization
 During the years of Taiwan's industrial takeoff, labor dissent was subdued by
 the structure of authoritarian domination. Democratization, in conferring on

 16. Journalist, June 1992. I am thankful to Chu-po Chen for alerting me to this point.
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 workers the formal prerogative of pursuing their rights, opened a Pandora's

 box of labor conflicts that confronted the state and capital directly. Instead of

 granting the workers their substantive privileges, both employers and the

 government devised alternative means of disciplining workers.

 Capitalists

 The awakening of Taiwan workers has both cut into profit levels and

 threatened managerial discretion. The first wave of labor struggles in 1988,

 for instance, enabled workers from more than 30 companies to get up to a

 25% increase in their year-end bonus. Accustomed to a docile labor force

 and shielded from direct labor pressure, management found the changing sit-

 uation intolerable, and reacted by obstructing the formation of autonomous

 unions, subverting strikes, and influencing the government by threatening to

 withhold investment and relocate enterprises.

 Many employers made great efforts to obstruct the emergence of autono-

 mous unions by courting groups of workers with luxurious banquets and ex-

 pensive gifts, encouraging them to form pro-management unions and

 dominate the executive committees. This happened at Far Eastern Textiles

 and the Hua Hsia Glass Factory. At the same time, employers warn workers

 who insist on forming autonomous unions of the potential repercussions and/

 or entice them with rewards for giving up their plans. If these tactics do not

 work, employers have not hesitated to fire those they consider trouble mak-

 ers. Indeed, even though it is against the law for employers to penalize work-
 ers for union activities, a number of such cases have been reported.

 According to the Labor Rights Association, 223 labor activists were either

 fired or transferred between 1987 and 1992, most of them actively involved

 in forming autonomous unions, organizing strikes, or bargaining for wage

 increase. Less than 5% of them were able to get reinstated through legal

 processes. 17
 Mobilization of workers bred countermobilization among the capitalists, as

 seen in the transportation companies' collaboration in breaking the strike in
 Miaoli. More significant, a number of entrepreneurs, including Wang Yung-
 ching, director of Formosa Plastic, and Shih Cheng-rong, director of Acer
 Computer, joined in a public statement published in The Economics Daily on
 January 4, 1989, in which they argued that the waves of labor strikes and
 environmental movements had resulted in total anarchy in Taiwan. The
 chaos had not only endangered the lives and property of the public, but also

 17. Labor Rights Association, Labor Rights Report, 1992; also American Institute in Taiwan,

 Foreign Labor Trends.
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 threatened the very survival of enterprises in Taiwan. They urged the gov-

 ernment to take effective steps to restore social order.18

 Management's protests at the symbolic level were reinforced by the mas-

 sive relocation of industries out of Taiwan. True, long term structural

 changes, especially the rise of second-tier newly industrializing countries,

 were the main reasons behind the decline of the labor-intensive industries in

 Taiwan. The timely revocation of martial law and, subsequently, the restric-

 tion against communications with mainland China opened up a vast outlet for

 the relocation of industries. The exodus, however, has been used by industri-

 alists to discipline workers and warn the government. Among plans for relo-

 cation, Formosa Plastics' choice of Haichong in China as the site of its new

 petrochemical complex dealt the heaviest blow to the Taiwan government

 and sparked heated debate among the Taiwanese.19

 The KMT and the Opposition

 Open confrontation between capital and labor called forth more effective

 intervention by the state. Nevertheless, democratization resulted in an insti-

 tutional differentiation of the KMT from the executive branch of the govern-
 ment. While this has weakened the KMT's corporatist control, requiring it to

 change its labor control policy, the outcome has not been an unequivocal

 promotion of labor interests. Democratization in Taiwan permitted the rise of

 opposition parties, and their proven viability has allowed them to provide

 alternative sources of support for workers. Admittedly, the Labor Party and
 the Workers Party, which emerged in 1987 and 1989, respectively, did not
 receive much electoral support, and the Labor Party became defunct within

 two years due to lack of funds and other problems. However, it had em-

 braced an unambiguous pro-labor agenda, and with its expertise in labor mat-

 ters, assisted workers in struggles and in other extra-institutional arenas.20

 As the major opposition party, the DPP has produced a fair number of
 legislators and local administrators, who have been able to provide some pro-

 tection for labor activists and act as mediators during labor disputes. Elected
 local administrators, in particular, have sometimes defied central government

 commands in favor of workers. For instance, during the strike at the Taita
 Chemical Company in Kaohsiung in January 1989, DPP magistrate Yu Chen
 Yuet-ying supported the workers openly.

 18. Wang and Fang, "State Machinery."

 19. Eventually, the plant was built in Taiwan. See Free China Review, June 1993.

 20. The involvement of political parties in union activities has its disadvantages. The DPP

 and the Workers' Party maintain antagonistic positions on the issue of Taiwan independence, and

 workers with diverse party affiliation have divided during some of the labor conflicts. Personal

 communication with Professor Kang Chao.
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 But over all, democratization and the institutional differentiation of state

 and party have not produced a clear pro-labor outcome. The opposition DPP

 has still not been in a position to initiate major transformation in labor policy,

 and more important, it has always been more concerned with political than

 socioeconomic matters. It has not had a well-defined labor policy; indeed,

 certain key members of the party have maintained close ties with the business

 community, and the bosses involved in a number of labor disputes have been

 DPP members.21 These factors have imposed definite limits on the responses

 the opposition parties could devise in the face of surging labor activism.

 The lifting of martial law hastened the deterioration of the KMT's corpo-

 ratist control over the work forces, as seen by the emergence of autonomous

 unions and upsurge in the number of work stoppages and labor disputes. An

 even larger number of workers defected from the ruling party during the 1986

 and 1989 Legislative Yuan elections. Specifically, two KMT-backed candi-

 dates were defeated by candidates supported by the DPP, despite the KMT's

 massive mobilization. In part because of these defeats, delegates of the

 KMT-dominated China Federation of Labor (CFL) were unhappy about the

 party's intervention in the Federation. The party itself also undertook a reas-

 sessment of its labor policy. According to Kang Chao, the KMT seemed

 disoriented on labor policy during the immediate post-transition period, and

 was unsure whether the Labor Department should be elevated to ministerial

 level. In the end, the Council of Labor Affairs, the highest organ for labor

 administration, was established as a cabinet-level agency in August 1987.22
 Later, the KMT resolved to marketize labor relations. It has sought to

 reduce the collective representativeness of the unions, discourage and decen-

 tralize the collective bargaining process, and increase individual workers' ex-

 posure to market forces in the name of rationality and efficiency.23 The
 weakness of the labor movement and the absence of a viable labor policy in
 the DPP are contributing factors. Equally important, the KMT has continued
 to rely on party machinery and local factions to ensure its electoral domina-
 tion, and consequently has remained inert in initiating pro-labor policies. The
 government has gradually limited workers' rights to organized actions, and
 local administrators have taken a pro-capital stance by informing manage-
 ment of workers' intention to form autonomous unions or harassing unions
 during strikes with legal procedures and illegal strike rulings.

 The movement toward marketization is even more obvious in the proposed
 revisions to the Labor Standard Laws, Labor Union Laws, and the Laws Gov-

 21. Personal communication with Hung-da Fu.

 22. Chao, "Labor, Community, and Movement"; American Institute in Taiwan, Foreign La-

 bor Trends.

 23. See J. Samuel Valenzuela, "Labor Movements in Transitions to Democracy," Compara-

 tive Politics, July 1989, pp. 445-72.
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 erning Labor Disputes.24 Concerning the Labor Standards Law, the Execu-

 tive Yuan proposes that overtime pay and holiday pay be left out in the

 calculation of the "average wage rate." Whereas the existing law sets no

 limit on severance pay, the proposed revision sets a maximum of four

 months. The proposal also changes the two hours legal maximum of over-

 time work per day to a maximum of 12 hours per day. In the Labor Union

 Laws, the Executive Yuan's proposal reverses the union shop system so that

 workers are no longer obliged to join a union where it exists. The right of

 unions to call general meetings during working hours is also limited under

 the proposal. Finally, proposed changes to the Laws Governing Labor Dis-

 putes impose more stringent conditions for launching strikes. Strikes are not

 allowed within strategic industries and in relation to "rights" items.25 More-

 over, compulsory mediation is required so that even if a union has voted to

 strike, the action has to be called off when management submits the case to
 mediation. The proposal also requires the union to inform management ten

 days ahead of its plan to strike.
 It would be one-sided to argue that all the labor law revisions have favored

 employers. In 1991, for example, an Occupational Safety and Health Law
 was passed setting standards for working conditions and practices for the
 secondary and tertiary sectors. The Labor Insurance Act was passed in the
 same year to provide medical, injury, disability, maternity, and life insurance
 coverage for workers. Nevertheless, it is not an overstatement to suggest that
 the government is against the autonomous organization of workers and is
 only ambiguous in the provision for basic reproduction of workers.

 On balance, the introduction of a competitive political system did generate

 a more favorable context for the furtherance of labor interests. In part owing

 to objections from labor representatives, the proposed revisions to the various
 labor laws remained in limbo in the Legislative Yuan until 1992. In other
 words, popular pressure has made legislators more responsive to popular de-
 mands. Nevertheless, due to the lack of electoral support for the Labor and
 Workers' parties, as well as the absence of a coherent labor policy on the part
 of the DPP, few strides have been made on behalf of workers within the
 institutional setting. However, the corporate interests of the ruling party to
 stay in power and the requirements for long term viability of capital repro-
 duction might lead the KMT to re-assess its labor policy in the future.

 24. The Labor, April 15, 1991; Labor Rights Association, Labor Rights Report; American

 Institute in Taiwan, Foreign Labor Trends.

 25. Strategic industries include electricity, postal services, telecommunications, petroleum,

 water supply, gas, railway transportation, finance, medicine and public heath. "Rights" items

 refer to disputes over arrears in wages, etc.
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